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roar, garnett! 5 April 15, the Eastern Conference semifinals, the Miami Heat vs nets G5, pierce, after being eliminated in camera
HanHen tears, and another veteran Kevin Garnett is to avoid all the media, straight left the hall, just as it did two years ago after they
defeated the Eastern Conference finals. < p > two opponents are heat, the protagonist is a new third giant, in 2012, the Miami Heat in
the Eastern Conference finals battled Game 7 victory over Boston, remove the out of the East, to capture three giants set up the last
obstacle to the first crown, crushed the Third Army Green Giant again hope, also indirectly tile solution this side by side 5 years of
steel combination. 2014, three giant already geweijizhu and heat in anticipation of fighting hard after five games and easily without
the worry to tear the nets to advance to the Eastern Conference finals, to transit, posture, walking the challenge of new forces. As a
representative of the old forces nets veterans, will be cast into the shade at twilight. Garnett and Pearce in the chest inserted the final
cut, it is their old partner ray Allen. Semi-final Game 5, following the last finals game 6, Allen once again in the moment of life and
death hit priceless, opponents lost by the wayside. Nurse a grievance and return. From 21 to 38 years old, he has been doing this
kind of thing. < p > and when Allen's third when arrested, field self-knowledge hopeless situation pierce and Garnett, an atheistic
eyes, a lonely shook his head and the efforts of the entire season was ruthless Xuejian friends stab into pieces, and what is worse
than that of? Especially in the KG and Allen xingtongmolu. In summer 2012, Allen self induction is not affected by the green army
takes seriously, to veterans are most concerned about the respect, he decided to give up the green army better contract, switch to
rivals, the Miami Heat and the fate of the army green three giants and once intimacy this change. < p > Garnett response on the
matter are surprisingly large, although in China he magnanimously expressed understanding of Allen's decision, and depending on
the "brothers forever", but in fact he deleted Allen's contact information, while the latter represents the heat back the greetings as
disappear, the two sides as long as two years did not pass audio, old friend already break open. < p > Garnett cannot understand
and forgive Allen's decision, they have fought, together to fight against the rise of the heat, like artificial sweat, victory or defeat
without regrets the glory of veterans, and opponents suffered defeat, one of them but also to input rivals embrace. < p > Allen also
cannot understand Garnett refuse, like he could not accept the green army contract kg is so generous, and to oneself but extreme
cynicism. In the last two seasons of Green Army Tactical position drops, also about his final choice. The tree and the dead move to
live, in Miami, Allen again won everything: "when I came to Miami, we are very welcome to me, take me as a brother, since then, the
heat is the only thing I care." Different values, different positions, sometimes simple appeal, in the eyes of others is won't listen to
reason.
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